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Jumbo Print Easy Crosswords #6 (Large Print Crosswords)
Synopsis

Jumbo-size puzzles = jumbo-size fun! Challenge your brain—not your eyes. These large-print, generously sized crosswords are simple to solve and easy to see. Each puzzle takes up two pages, so there’s no need to strain while reading the clues and numbers in the boxes. With their entertaining subjects and challenging clues, they'll baffle you in the most delightful way.
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Customer Reviews

Really bad clues for the words, Sometimes I have to look up the answer and when I see it I say to myself, "What the heck kind of clue was that?!". I'm just trying to burn through the puzzles so I can get rid of this book.

This crossword book arrived quickly, and in perfect condition. The book itself is wonderful to use, as the spirals keep it open for my elderly mother, and she doesn't have to fight with the binding as in a regular crossword book. This is not an easy crossword book though, so be ready for a little more challenge than you would otherwise expect!

Great crossword books for anyone with vision disorders. Will buy more.

In addition to having large print and large squares, this book has a ring binding which makes it simple to pull out each page as it is finished.
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